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‘Even the most attentive reader may finish a biography of a Victorian, eminent or
otherwise, feeling that they’d be hard pressed to pick them out in an identity
parade’ (xiii). With these words, Kathryn Hughes poignantly describes one of the
big conundrums of historical scholarship: to describe one’s subject not only accurately, but also close to life. Hughes’ new book Victorians Undone: Tales of the
Flesh and Decorum tackles this problem and aims to rediscover the physical lives
of Victorians. Hughes actively problematises the lack of physicality in nineteenth
century scholarship, arguing that it was time for an approach to what she terms
‘embodied history’, which effectively means ‘put[ting] mouths, beards, bellies
back into the nineteenth century’ (xiv). In this way, one might possibly reach a
more authentic version of Victorians, especially when it comes to more eminent
personae: ‘While a Life of Charlotte Brontë might supply chapter and verse in
the novelist’s rich childhood imagination, it won’t prepare you for the fact that
when she opens her mouth a Northern Irish accent comes out (you were expecting genteel Yorkshire)’ (xiii).
Hughes chooses five case studies, one per chapter, which are refreshingly
wide ranging in sex and social scale. Each chapter then focuses on one bodily
feature of its subject. Chapter 1 ‘Lady Flora’s Belly’ for example concentrates on
the scandal around unmarried Lady Flora, whose stomach was painfully swollen

for years, leading court and fashionable London society to speculate that she was
pregnant from an affair with a prominent married man. As Lady Flora was a
companion of Queen Victoria’s mother, Hughes takes her reader inside life at
court during the first years of Victoria’s reign. The result is a portrait of the
Queen as we seldom read about her: spiteful, jealous and well versed in the facts
of life, as it was in fact Victoria herself who started and subsequently perpetuated
the rumours surrounding Lady Flora.
The second chapter, ‘Charles Darwin’s Beard’, is similarly insightful. Here,
we get to know a self-conscious Darwin who, plagued by eczema, was told to
grow a beard. Though beards were highly fashionable in the 1860s, Darwin was
very nervous about the reception of his newly grown beard, and cautiously sent
pictures of his new appearance to his scientific colleagues for their opinion. This
pattern of re-discovery of the physical is repeated in the following three
chapters. Chapter 3, ‘George Eliot’s Hand’, focuses on the writer’s enlarged right
hand which she supposedly gained from farm work in her youth, Chapter 4 on
the objectification Fanny Cornforth’s lips in her lover’s Gabriel Dante Rossetti’s
art and the last chapter examines Fanny Adams’ brutal murder.
Criticism that Hughes’ book has received thus far for not being sufficiently
‘academic’ and only rehashing commonly known facts is truly unjust. Her work is
brilliantly researched and makes use of an impressive range of previously unused archival material. Victorians Undone makes a first step into compensating for
the lack of studies that demonstrate ‘what it meant to be a human animal in the
nineteenth century’ (xv). In doing so, Hughes has successfully achieved a feat
which historians manage so rarely — to paint their subjects as ordinary humans.
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